INDUSTRIAL WASH BAY
MAIN ASSETS
Introducing a new secure and environmentally
friendly industrial wash bay facility. The facility has
the necessary Trade Effluent Consent from SEPA and
Scottish Water, to discharge the waste through our
onsite interceptor. Enabling us to provide a service
for the removal and safe disposal of a range of
substances such as hydrocarbons, oils, muds and
marine growth.
The facility was designed to provide a safe and
secure environment for the cleaning of oil and gas
equipment, including, but not limited to subsea
trees, valves, spools etc.
Onsite we have a wide range of high pressure water
jetting equipment and accessories to provide a
broad spectrum cleaning capability, including
surface preparation, internal retro jetting and hot
wash.
The wash bay can accommodate items up to 5
square metres in size.
We provide a fast and efficient turnaround on all
high pressure jetting services supported by our
trained staff.
The facility has onsite support of forklifts for ease of
handling client owned equipment. We can also
provide a collection and delivery service.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Industrial Wash Bay
Environmentally Approved
Maximum working pressure
Range of pumps
Maximum load size
Equipment washable (examples, list
not exhaustive)
Substance Removal
Paint Removal

Enclosed, with a 3 stage Interceptor.
Granted Trade Effluent Consent by SEPA and Scottish Water.
2,500 bar - carrying out internal retro jetting, hot wash and
degreasing.
100 bar – 2500 bar hot wash, chemical wash and UHP wash.
5 metres square. Up to 25 tonnes.
Pipes, valves, skips, tube bundles, exchanger plates, fittings,
fuel bunkering hoses, subsea trees, anchors, pumps, motors,
spools, flanges, tongs.
Hydrocarbons, oils, mud, grease, marine growth.
Suitable for items that cannot be shot blast
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